projects

Photo Album Cover

Capture your love with a photo
album of your very own design
A photo album filled with precious memories and moments needs just the right cover.
Give form to your feelings by fashioning the perfect cover that will convey your love.
Enjoy the moments you spend making this album cover for memories to last a lifetime.
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Photo Album Cover

Material
Outer dimensions: 14.5" x 13"
Paper – 12 kinds, fabric – 5 kinds
Bear: 9.06" x 7.62"; circular face piece: diameter 2.55"
Border ribbon: 1.33" x 11.26"
Text block: 4.33" x 5.18"
Fancy ribbon, photo, rings, glue
Cut photo to appropriate size.

Original photo

Optional Accessory:
Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Contact Sheet

Save to USB flash drive.

Easily save precious photos to your USB
flash drive. Simply scan in your photo, save
the original, and print a copy to use in your
projects. Cut directly from your photo or use the copy to
commemorate your special moment.

Tip

Function: Scan to USB
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Affix 12" album pattern paper to the cover of the
photo album.
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Attach the Iron-On Fabric Appliqué Contact Sheet
to the piece of felt to use for cutting the built-in
pattern of a bear, and a sheet of the same type to
the fabric to use for the cake (piece B of step 4).
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When cutting the bear, overlay a built-in pattern of
a circle on the face and cut out the circle. Then cut
the outline of the bear.
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Built-in Patterns: BA-A045
AR-I042 (pieces A, C, C', D, D')
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Cut the cake and all other built-in patterns.
Built-in Patterns: AR-I030 (pieces A, B, E)
AR-I039
BO-A024
LO-A020
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Decorate and attach all the cut pieces. Cut the
photo so that it fits the cut-out face of the bear.
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Attach fancy ribbons and cloth strips to the edges.

